. . 1. Introduction. We consider in this paper the following graph theoretical problem: Given a graph G with n nodes and topological symmetry group B and a set L of n not necessarily distinct labels, construct all topologically distinct labelings of the nodes of G with the elements of L . This problem arises in numerous contexts, and it has been investigated by Pdlya [7] , DeBruijn [4] and others.
In particular, the number of such distinct labelings is given by the generalized Polya enumeration formula.
2 We present here two efficient computer implemented algorithms for explicitly constructing all topologically distinct labelings of G by L . Moreover, for each distinct labeling, the algorithms determine the subgroup of B which preserves that labeling.
Our interest in the graph labeling problem initially arose in the context of the DENDRAL project [2] . This project includes among its objectives the application of computer implemented art--ificial intelligence techniques to the analysis and classification of organic compounds. Necessary to this work are algorithms to systematically generate all the distinct valence isomers of a given set of atoms. Routines to perform this task in the special case where the isomers form only topologically tree-like structures have been described in [3] and [S] . For the general case, algorithms are required which generate all distinct cyclic structures formed from a given set of atoms with pre-assigned free valences. The graph labeling problem is central to these cyclic structure generation algorithms. 3 . .
c
We now describe a group theoretic approach to the graph labeling problem.
2. Algebraic formulation and notation. The graph labeling problem admits a completely algebraic formulation as follows:
We index from 1 to n the nodes of the graph G in some fixed order and index also from 1 to n the n labels in the set L where,
for notational convenience, we index equal labels in sequence, i.e., if there are n 1 labels of the first type, n2 labels of the second type, etc., then we index the labels of the fi'rst type with 1, . . . . nl, the labels of the second type with nl+l, Ca., nl+n2, The indexed set of labels also admits a symmetry group.
If there are nl labels of the first type, n2 labels of the second type, l as nk labels of the k-th type, n1 + n2 t . . . t nk = n, then the l&els with indices in the intervals j-l ) . I I. Although the double coset formulation of the graph labeling I problem presents the problem in a conceptually less obvious form, it does permit the techniques of constructive group theory to be applied directly to the problem. Moreover, our algebraic solutions dre directly implementable on a computer.
2.1. Example. Let G be the graph in figure la. Let L consist of 3 labels N and 7 labels C . The topological symmetries of C are:
The identity transformation.
bl: Reflection about the line 2,.
b,; Reflection about the line 2,. 'i'nen, the labelings of G by L can be considered as elements in
Sio. E.g., the permutation yi = (1 2 5 6.7 3 8 4 9 10) in Slo corresponds to the labeling of G given in figure 2a and the permutation y2 = (3 5 4 9 8 2 1 7 10 6) to the labeling in figure 2b.
. Here, we use the notation for Sn which identifies y c Sn with the n-vector (y(l), y(2), ..* s y(n)).
The topological symmetry group of G determines the subgroup A straightforward group theoretic argument shows that the double cosets of A and B in G partition G. This partition, unlike a single'coset partition of G, is generally not a partition into subsets of equal size , and there is no simple analogue to La&angels theorem. There is, however, a certain regularity in a double If R = 0, stop, otherwise go to step 2.
-
The difficulty with the above algorithm is that any direct implementation is computa,$ionally prohibitive in terms of both machine time and core store even for relatively small groupS, e.g.,
G = SIO.
Our objective now is to derive certain modifications to this algorithm in the case G = Sn and A is a label subgroup so that the modified algorithm admits efficient machine implementation.
The main device used is the natural ordering of Sn. The following technical lemma , which is due to Sims [9] , gives a criterion for when a << vB. Proof. For any l<i&n and any x s Oi, there is a Bi 9 x c B such that 6 i,,(j) = j for ldci and Bi x(i> = X. Assume that n <( nB. 9 Then n << "Bi x, and since n(j) = "Bi for lg<i, we must have i&j&k. Then, since x1 and x2 are in ASn, by the proof of j-l lemma 3.4, Hlj = H2j implies that nl(hjs) = 1 ni + s = n2(hjs).
i.=l thus 9 Jl(nl) = $(n2) implies that n1 = r2' and J, is injective. Since can label an n-node graph G with n1 labels L 1' "2 labels L2 and n3 labels L3, n1 t n2 f n3 = n, as follows:
1. Determine all topologically distinct labelings of G with n1 labels L-, and (n-n,) blanks. We will first show that R contatins a representative set. . . .
111.
Compose each labeling of N and its associated labelings of G/AI. representative set can be identified with a set of certain integral n-strings. We will assume, henceforth, that such an identification has been made.
In particular, in the special case where A is a label subgroup corresponding to a partition of the form m t (n-m) = n, any small double coset representative set is a set of n-bit binary strings with m, l-bits and (n-m), O-bits.
If a is such a binary string, we will denote by a the associated permutation in Sx. Lemma. Let T be a small representative set for the double -cosets of A and B in Sx, 1x1 = n. Say A is the label subgroup .
of Sx corresponding to the partition k t (n-k) = n. Let x be the label subgroup of Sx corresponding to the partition (n-k) t k = n. This compact representation of subsets and coset representatives is in practice neededbince for even relatively small values of n , the number of distinct double cosets can be very large. This latter number is optionally computed L in advance via the generalized P&a enumeration formula, and it is used to help decide if the desired construction is even feasible in-terms of time and core store.
A permutation tc in a symmetry group B contained in S is n represented in the implementations in two ways. It isrepresented as the n-vector of the images, of s X'
Technique. This,subalgorithm is recursive and is based on lemma 4.2,
i.e., on recursion on orbits. It uses subalgorithm Ic.
Input. The binary n-string u corresponding to X, k= ,kI , m, and two lists which contain the n-vector form and the cycle set form, respectively, of a set C of permutations in Sn such that 1(x) = x forevery yeC and Cl,=& output. A list R of binary n-strings e, eh"U=e, which corresponds to a small double coset Pepresentative set of A and B in Sx.
.
Ordered lists: R, R(h,i), V(h,j)
. 2. Call subalgorithm Ib with input 2%, n, n-n4 , B; getting as output T.
R(h, t(h) -
3. Do 4 for e CT.
4.
P -B(e) = ( n CB 1 p/\e = p or 0 for every PEP(~) }e-
5.
If q = 2, R +T andSTOP.
6. Do 8 fdy e ET. 1,2"% e#O Put w on R. . Do 16 for f .cT.
15.
Form fstw = (v(l), .me9 v(n)) where 16. Put *f% on R, put B(pw) = { n cB(w) 1 pAf=p or 0 v(j) = L 2"'jAf # 0 w(j), otherwise .
for every p EP( 51) ) on PO ' This algorithm is a variant of the first algorithm.
the number of terms in the partition of n, i.e., it uses the technique of subalgorithm Ia. We will describe only that part of algorithm II which differs essentially from algorithm I, Subalgorithm IIb. RE3XJRN.
e +-e A binary complement (2%(t(i))-1).
Do 27, jhl, l *es i. 
t(j) 4-t(i) * (1+1-j).
28. 
37.
Put s(i) on.GL.
38.
-put { a c C 1 B(s(i)) =s(i)) on GLG. 6. Example. Let G be the planar graph in figure 3 . Using
Algorithm II we will determine all topologically distinct labelings of G with one label CZ, two labels b and three labels C.
The topological symmetry group of G consists of:
71o :
Identity transformation.
:
Reflection about the line 21.
T12 :
Reflection about the line 2,. 
